**PROGRAMME – UvA STUDY ABROAD FAIR 2019**

## SESSIONS

**Faculty Exchange – within and outside Europe**
Start your orientation with the session about the possibilities within your own faculty. Destinations in Europe are offered within the Erasmus + exchange programme. Some faculties also offer possibilities for faculty exchange outside Europe. Attend the specific information session of your faculty to learn more about the opportunities, conditions and application procedures as they might differ per faculty, college or school.

**Full Master Abroad**
Is doing a full Master’s Programme abroad one of your dreams? During this session, we will help you with orientating on your opportunities, with making a choice and with the practical preparations.

**Going Abroad: Scholarships and Funding**
Studying abroad costs money, usually more than studying in the Netherlands. This information session will give you a clear picture of all the costs of your stay abroad, and will help you gain insight in the practical opportunities for you to finance your stay.

**Short Term & Virtual Mobility**
Considering a summer school, conference or an online course at an institution abroad? A shorter study abroad option can also be a great opportunity to develop your 21st century skills (eg. entrepreneurship, cultural intelligence, reflection and design thinking). This session will offer an overview of the opportunities funded with UvA scholarships.

**Global Student Experience**
This programme offers possibilities for semester exchange abroad outside Europe. To which universities can you go and how can you find out the differences? This session offers information on how to make a deliberate choice for one of the universities offered in the Global Exchange Programme.

**(Research) Internship Abroad**
A (research) internship is something you have to arrange yourself. It requires preparation and initiative on your part. This session will inform you about how to organise your internship or research abroad.

**Full Master Abroad**
Is doing a full Master’s Programme abroad one of your dreams? During this session, we will help you with orientating on your opportunities, with making a choice and with the practical preparations.

**NICE**
NICE is designed to enhance students’ employability by helping them to develop intercultural competencies and entrepreneurial skills and teaching them how to apply these skills to global and societal challenges by working together in virtual transnational teams.

**International Student Network Amsterdam (ISN)**
ISN helps exchange students studying at the University of Amsterdam to make the most of their stay in the Netherlands. ISN needs UvA students who are willing to volunteer as local buddies, Introduction Week coaches, committee members and board members! Become a buddy or join one of the ISN committees, visit the ISN stand to learn more about ISN.

**AIESEC**
AIESEC is a platform for young people to explore and develop their leadership potential. We allow young people to work and volunteer abroad in non-familiar environments that allow them to step outside of their comfort zone. We do this through creating opportunities for cross-cultural exchanges all over the world.

**Erasmus & Global Ambassadors - Students meet Students**
Both international exchange students and UvA students who have been on exchange are available to share their experience about their stay abroad or home university.